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Rapid prototyping of electrically small spherical

wire antennas

Oleksiy S. Kim

Abstract—It is shown how modern rapid prototyping tech-
nologies can be applied for quick and inexpensive, but still
accurate, fabrication of electrically small wire antennas. A well
known folded spherical helix antenna and a novel spherical
zigzag antenna have been fabricated and tested, exhibiting the
impedance and radiation characteristics in close agreement with
those predicted numerically.

Index Terms—electrically small antennas, spherical antennas,
rapid prototyping, 3D printing, selective laser sintering, nanocrys-
taline copper

I. INTRODUCTION

A spherical antenna is one of the fundamental concepts in

the theory of electrically small antennas. The concept was

introduced by Chu in [1], where he considered an imaginary

sphere of radius a with no fields inside (except those needed

to make an antenna self-resonant). By evaluating the stored

energy external to the sphere, he derived a lower bound on the

radiation quality factor Q, which is expressed as [2]

QChu =
1

(ka)3
+

1

(ka)
(1)

where k is the free space propagation constant.

Subsequently, lower bounds for Q were derived for vanish-

ingly small spherical antennas with magnetodielectric cores [3],

for arbitrary size spherical antennas with air core [4], for

arbitrary size spherical magnetic dipole antennas with solid

magnetodielectric cores [5], as well as it was shown that the

Chu lower bound could be approached by both electric and

magnetic dipole spherical antennas of arbitrary size using metal

cores coated with a highly permeable magnetic material [6],

[7]. The latter two combined in a dual-mode configuration form

an antenna that is self-resonant with the Q approximately half

of the Chu lower bound [8].

Numerous practical configurations of spherical antennas

have been proposed and tested against the bounds, e.g. [9]–[11].

Most of these antennas were of wire type, and it was natural

to try to fabricate them using conductig wires. This required

substantial skills in handwork, while satisfactory results were

not guaranteed. Moreover, the repetability was very poor.

More controllable methods include printing on planar [10]

and curved [12], [13] substrates, direct transfer patterning [14],

and even injection of liquid metal alloy into an inflatable

substrate [15]. All these techniques rely on sophisticated tech-

nology and equipment, which is not readily available; and

they require some kind of dielectric substrate, which always

increases the Q [16].

On the other hand, the recent decade’s explosive growth of

rapid prototyping (RP) techniques has made them available to
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an ordinary consumer. These are stereolithography (SLA), se-

lective laser sintering (SLS), three-dimensional printing (3DP),

fused deposition modeling (FDM) just to mention a few [17].

Nowadays, RP technology is not limited to prototype building;

it is also widely used for fabrication of final products and its

parts.

In this paper, it is shown how a rapid prototyping technique

can be applied for fabrication of electrically small spherical

wire antennas. The approach is exemplified by a well-known

folded spherical helix antenna and a novel spherical zigzag

antenna; both are of the electric dipole type. Printed in dielec-

tric, the antennas are subsequently coated with a conductive

layer. A good conductivity of the latter is crititcal for achieving

a high radiation efficiency of electrically small antennas, as

discussed in Section II. The measured impedance and radiation

characteristics of the fabricated antennas are presented in

Section III. Concluding remarks are given in Section IV.

II. ANTENNAS TO PRINT

Among a variety of configurations, two spherical wire anten-

nas have been selected for testing the RP technology. A folded

spherical helix antenna was selected as the most well-known

spherical wire antenna, which is often used as a reference for

new antenna designs as well as a test object for new fabrication

techniques. The second antenna was a spherical zigzag antenna,

a modification of a spherical meander antenna first presented

in [18]. The design needed experimental validation and the RP

testing offered such an opportunity.

1) Folded Spherical Helix Antenna: consists of a number of

identical wire helices wound on a spherical surface of radius

r0 [9]. One of the helices is attached, through a metal ground

plane, to the inner conductor of a coaxial feeding cable. The

resonance frequency is adjusted by the number of turns in the

helices, whereas the input resistance at the resonance takes

discrete values with changing the number of helices. The radius

of the antenna was selected to be r0 = 25 mm with the radius

of the wires w = 0.64 mm. A configuration of four helices

with 0.95 turns in each exhibits 50 ohms input impedance at

the resonance frequency of 750 MHz. The resulting electrical

size of the antenna is ka = k(r0 + w) = 0.4.

2) Spherical Zigzag Antenna: similar to the spherical me-

ander antenna [18] is composed of wire rings successively

interconnected by wire arcs, see Fig. 1. However, in contrast to

the spherical meander antenna, in which the rings are parallel to

each other, the spherical zigzag antenna has its rings tilted. The

angle between two neighbor rings ∆γ is a parameter, which

is used to tune the antenna to a desired resonance frequency.

The radius of the i-th ring can be determined as

ri = 0.5r0
√

2 (1 + cos(γi + γi+1)), (2)

where γi and γi+1, γi+1 − γi = ∆γ, are the elevation angles

for the bottom and top tips of the i-th ring, respectively. The

antenna is made of the same wires (w = 0.64 mm) and has

the same radius (r0 = 25 mm) as the folded spherical helix

antenna described above (Section II-1). With five rings and the

angle ∆γ = 10.75◦ between them, it exhibits the resonance at

750 MHz. The input resistance is fine tuned to 50 ohms by two
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Fig. 1. Cross sections of spherical meander antenna (a) and spherical zigzag
antenna (b), both fed by a coaxial cable through a ground plane. A 3D view
of each antenna is shown in the respective inset.

shorting pins placed symmetrically opposite to the excitation

pin, in a way described in [18].

Tilting of the rings affects negligibly the far-field radiation;

the radiation pattern of the spherical meander and zigzag anten-

nas is that of an electrically small electric dipole (or monopole,

in a ground plane is utilized) with the cross-polarization

(according to Ludwig’s second definition [19]) generated by

the TE11 spherical mode excited by the antennas. The cross-

polarization is zero in the XZ-plane (Fig. 2b), because this

is a symmetry plane for the antenna geometry. This property

distinguishes the spherical meander and zigzag antennas from

the folded spherical helix antenna, whose cross-polarization is

omnidirectional (Fig. 2a).

Tilted rings give the zigzag antenna a clear advantage over

its meander counterpart in terms of the radiation efficiency,

when the conductivity of the wires, the antennas are made of, is

finite. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the radiation efficiency

computed with CST is plotted for the spherical meander and

zigzag antennas, as well as for the folded spherical helix an-

tenna, versus the conductivity of the wires. As the conductivity

decreases, the radiation efficiency drops for all antennas, but

at different rates. The degradation is slowest for the folded

spherical helix antenna, while the fastest deterioration of the

efficiency occurs for the spherical zigzag antenna. Nevertheless,

for good conductivity, the spherical zigzag antenna outperforms

not only the spherical meander antenna, but also the folded

spherical helix antenna, when the conductivity approaches the

value for copper. The reason is that electric currents on all parts

of the zigzag antenna — including the tilted rings — contribute

to the far-field radiation, whereas in the meander antenna, the

far-field is due to the vertical segments, while the parallel rings

contribute mainly to the reactive near-field, leading to increased

losses.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Cross-polarization radiation pattern of the folded spherical helix
antenna (a), and the spherical meander and zigzag antennas (b).
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This result, besides confirming a high sensitivity of elec-

trically small antennas to conductive losses, shows that in

different ranges of the attained conductivity, different antennas
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perform better than others. When moderate to good conduc-

tivity (better than 3 · 106 S/m) is expected to be achieved in

fabrication, the folded spherical helix antenna and the spherical

zigzag antenna are the antennas of choice.

III. FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENTS

A solid CAD model for each of the antennas to be printed

using SLS technique consisted of the corresponding wire

structure and a solid cylindrical pedestal with a hole for an

SMA connector. To counteract gravity induced deformations

experienced during the first attempt of fabricating the folded

spherical helix antenna with an RP technology [20], the wire

structure was reinforced with thin supporting arcs.

Printed in dielectric, the antenna prototypes required conduc-

tive coating. In [20], it was done with copper paint; however,

the results were not satisfactory, as measurements showed

radiation efficiency of only 80%. Therefore, an alternative

conductive coating technique was utilized — coating with poly-

crystalline copper. By this technique, conductivities comparable

to bulk copper of the corresponding thickness can be achieved

on a dielectric surface, or on a part of it, as the coating

can be deposited selectively. Such conductivity is about two

orders of magnitude better than that of the copper paint used

in [20]. The process is relatively cheap and has been already

commercialized. The entire structure including the pedestal,

but excluding the supporting arcs, was coated in both antenna

prototypes. The central pin of an SMA connector was attached

to the wire structure with a conductive glue. Finally, the printed

and coated structures were embedded in a circular aluminum

ground plane of 770 mm in diameter. The resulting prototypes

of the folded spherical helix and spherical zigzag antennas are

shown in Fig. 4.

Input impedance measurements showed that both antennas

were well matched in vicinity of the expected resonance

frequency of 750 MHz (Fig. 5). The radiation efficiency at

the resonance, measured by the Wheeler cap method, is 94%

and 90% for the folded spherical helix antenna and spherical

zigzag antenna, respectively1. Although the obtained efficiency

is much better than that of the first prototype coated with copper

paint [20], it still does not reach the maximum values predicted

for the antennas made of solid copper wires (Fig. 5), indicating

that the efficiency can be further improved by increasing the

thickness and/or conductivity of the conductive coating.

The radiation measurements were carried out at the DTU-

ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. In particular,

the interest was to see if the antennas exhibited the expected

cross-polarization radiation patterns. It is observed in Fig. 6a

and 6b, where the measured cross-polarization component of

the respective radiation patterns for the folded spherical helix

antenna and spherical zigzag antenna are plotted, that the cross-

polarization for the former is omnidirectional, whereas the

latter yields a null in the XZ-plane, in full agreement with

the predictions (Fig. 2).

1These efficiencies can be obtained in simulations for antennas made of solid
metal wires with conductivity of about 5 · 10

6 S/m (Fig. 3). In this region of
conductivities, the spherical helix antenna is more efficient than the spherical
zigzag antenna.

supporting arcs

(a)

supporting arcs

(b)

Fig. 4. Fabricated prototypes of the folded spherical helix antenna (a) and
the spherical zigzag antenna (b). Supporting arcs are not coated with copper.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel electrically small spherical zigzag antenna is pre-

sented and investigated both numerically and experimentally.

The antenna is of the electric dipole type, i.e., it radiates the

TM10 spherical mode, with characteristics very similar to those

of the well-known folded spherical helix antenna. The main

difference is in the cross-polarization pattern, which exhibits a

null in the antenna symmetry plane.

It is also shown that the modern rapid prototyping tech-

nology can be successfully applied for quick fabrication of

electrically small wire antennas. The test results presented

for the folded spherical helix antenna and spherical zigzag

antenna illustrate that the selective laser sintering is able to

reproduce fine wire structures with sufficient accuracy. The

subsequent conductive coating of the printed dielectric models

requires special attention, as electrically small antennas are

very sensitive to the dissipation losses in their structures. It

was found that coating with polycrystalline copper resulted in

a much better radiation efficiency of the antennas compared to

coating with conductive copper paint. The measurement results

for both fabricated antenna prototypes are in good agreement

with the predictions.
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Fig. 5. Simulated (assuming solid copper wires) and measured reflection
coefficients and radiation efficiency for the fabricated prototypes of the folded
spherical helix antenna (a) and the spherical zigzag antenna (b).
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